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BRANCHLINE DEADLINES 

Second Saturday of every month. 

The views and opinions expressed by 

contributors in this publication are not 

necessarily those of the Australian Model 

Railway Association WA Inc.  

PRESIDENT’S PIECE 

Hi Everyone, 

Our club has the 2021 Annual General Meeting followed by the General Meeting on Saturday the 27th of 

November 2021. This is your club so please attend if possible or at least send in a completed proxy form. 

Everyone needs to be involved in our club. 

Following the AGM and GM meetings there will be the Club Christmas BBQ. The club will be providing 

ALL the essential items for the BBQ, so please let Lynn Nicholls know if you are coming to the BBQ so 

we can cater properly for it. Last years was popular and lots of members caught up with others and had a 

good time. Remember we have a good club and part of a good club is to have a social aspect, which we do, 

so that the other members of your family don’t feel completely left out and it is an opportunity for them to 

see what is happening at your club. 

For those who haven’t been to the club-rooms recently the work to up-grade the kitchen end of the meeting 

room has already commenced. The contractors have been removing ALL the old items that are no longer 

required in preparation for the new set-up. The area is a construction site so there is NO access to that end 

of the room or the toilets. Alternative arrangements have been made with the “Light Car Club” to use their 

toilets during the works. If you require to go to the toilets then ask the Duty Officer for the key.  

The “Light Car Club” are being very generous in allowing us to use their toilets, so please respect their 

hall and try not to make a mess. 

Plans are well underway for Model Rail 2 on Sunday the 5th of December 2021. As usual ALL layouts 

will be required to be operating on the day. If you can help in anyway please let Ron Romero know, as he 

is the Coordinator. An hour here and there makes the day run smoothly and shows off our club to its best. 

The 2022 Model Railway Exhibition, to the best of our club’s ability will be on. Expressions of Interest 

forms will be sent out to ALL members as well as past exhibitors. From the response of events held 

recently it is looking very encouraging that the 2022 Model Railway Exhibition might be one of our better 

Exhibitions. So keep the weekend of the WA Day holiday next year free so you can help in some small 

way to promote our club and the “Model Railway Hobby”. 

I have noticed that in the library Des and Roger have been very hard at work processing lots of new 

magazines and books into our library. It is well worthwhile to go see Des and Roger if you are after 

something on either our hobby or the prototype. I have seen lots of items go through the “Additions To 

The Library” shelf. So, pop in and see if there is anything there that you might enjoy reading.  

Our Library is probably the envy of lots of other clubs, so why not use it. 

I hope to see as many as possible at the Christmas BBQ, if I don’t get to see you before Christmas then 

have a happy and merry festive season. 

 

Regards, 

John Maker 

(President AMRA WA) 
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SCRIBE’S QUILL 

 

Greetings, 

The good news is that the Kitchen Upgrade is underway. It will be a definite advantage to the Club and 

it’s members as the previous kitchen was 30+ years old!  

The Council have given us a grant for the substantial part of the new kitchen with the Club only being 

required to supply a fraction of the total.  

The Project Manager has been extremely competent and has worked in conjunction with the President on 

all the aspects of the upgrade. 

They have worked to achieve the best outcome with the available space and covering all the necessary 

conditions of health and safety to make it a useable space for members and presentable for visitors  

It will make the use of the kitchen a much better arrangement and cut the congestion that has been evident 

in the past. 

We are entering the last couple of months of 2021 and at the end of November we have the Annual 

General Meeting and General Meeting followed by the Christmas BBQ which is supplied by the Club on 

the 27th  November. 

It has been a challenging time for us all since the pandemic arrived, however we are surviving and we 

have a lot to be grateful for.  

The Club continues to grow and I see the coming year as a chance to consolidate and get on with 

improvements in the Club. We have some excellent layouts and they are being worked on to enhance and 

improve them all the time.  

We are working towards holding the Exhibition in 2022 and there is much to do to get what could be a 

bumper Exhibition up and running. Ron Romero is taking Expressions of Interest now and is working 

hard to achieve a successful Exhibition.  

We have had one Model Rail which was very successful and another is planned for the 5th December 

which promises to be just as successful. 

If you can spare a little time please volunteer to help out it looks like being another good day. 

I am looking forward to getting around the layouts in the coming weeks and obtaining  updates including 

photographs and talking to people about what is being done  

I would like to have a few more articles if possible from the members for Branchline as we are a diverse 

Club and it is good to cover ALL the various layouts to showcase what a great Club we have.  

Lynn Nicholls 

Secretary/Registrar 

Member No. 8117 
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A while ago a member suggested it would be good to have a letters section. 

So with this in mind it has been decided to try the suggestion.  

The section will be known as “BLASTPIPE” 

Any member wanting to submit a letter to the Editor may do so.  

Every effort will be made to include members letters provided that they are kept fairly brief and are not in 

any way inflammatory or derogatory. 

The Editor reserves the right to edit any undesirable comments. 

Editor’s Notes 

BLASTPIPE 

 

Members may be interested to follow the link below to: 

2021 AMRA-WA - Model Rail #1 

https://youtu.be/ml5WhgatLwo 

 

************************************************************ 

 

FOR SALE EM ROLLING STOCK ETC. 

I am handling the sale of Ted Thoday’s Model Railway Collection on behalf of Maura, his widow. 

Ordinary 00 or 4mm items are being progressively sold in Moojebing Market but due to the quantity of 

EM gauge items I am handling these separately so as not to clog up the clubrooms. 

The majority of stock is GWR related but does include some private owner wagons as well. There are at 

least 30 coaches, 60 wagons and 6 locos.Two loco kits and 12+ wagon kits. All prices are fair and 

negotiable. An ideal way to start in EM or to add to your existing collection!!. 

Contact me on 0427047850 or yrrab230740@gmail.com. 

Barry Keens. 

 

https://youtu.be/ml5WhgatLwo
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IMPORTANT! 

PLEASE READ AND NOTE THE INSTRUCTIONS BELOW  

THANK YOU. 
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Forthcoming Event to Keep an Eye On 

2021 AGM 27th November 2021 

2021 GM 27th November 2021 

Christmas Club BBQ (provided for by the club) 27th November 2021 

Model Rail (December) 5th December 2021 

FOR SALE 

 
Due to Hornby sending me the wrong spare part I have available a motor/gearbox assembly 

which fits R3804, R3169, R3170, R3205, R3608 & R3803TTS. 

If you own one of these locomotives and it needs a new motor/gearbox please contact me at 
the club or via e-mail at jtspcts@gmail.com. 

Jeremy Smith 
Member No. 9048 

mailto:jtspcts@gmail.com
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CALENDAR!! 
MEETING INFORMATION 

8th November 2021-24th December 2021 

MONDAY 8 NOV 2000 - 2200 General Club Activities: S SCALE MEETING 

TUESDAY 9 NOV 
1000 - 1500 

1500 - 1700 

General Club Activities: 

Large Scale Meeting 

THURSDAY 11 NOV 
1000 - 1500 

1900 

General Club Activities: 

CoM Meeting  

FRIDAY 12 NOV 1900 - 2200 General Club Activities: N Scale Running Night 

SATURDAY 13 NOV 1330 - 1700 General Club Activities: 

TUESDAY 16 NOV 1000 - 1500 General Club Activities: 

THURSDAY 18 NOV 1000 - 1500 General Club Activities: 

FRIDAY 19 NOV 1900 - 2200 General Club Activities: N Scale Running Night 

SATURDAY 20 NOV 1330 - 1700 General Club Activities: 

TUESDAY 23 NOV 1000 - 1500 General Club Activities: 

THURSDAY 25 NOV 1000 - 1500 General Club Activities: 

FRIDAY 26 NOV 1900 - 2200 
General Club Activities: N Scale Running Night 

S Scale Running Night  

SATURDAY 27 NOV 

1330 - 1430 -  

1430 -  

1700 -  

General Club Activities: 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING  GM MEETING & 

XMAS BBQ FESTIVITIES - FOOD & DRINK SUPPLIED 

TUESDAY 30 NOV 1000 - 1500 General Club Activities: 

THURSDAY 2 DEC 1000 - 1500 General Club Activities: 

FRIDAY 3 DEC 1900 - 2200 General Club Activities: N Scale Running Night 

SATURDAY 4 DEC 1330 - 1700 General Club Activities: + SET UP MODEL RAIL 2 

SUNDAY 5 DEC 1000 - 1600 MODEL RAIL OPEN DAY 2 

MONDAY 6 DEC 2000 - 2200 FIRST MONDAY OF MONTH: Cleaning your Track. 

TUESDAY 7 DEC 1000 - 1500 General Club Activities: 

THURSDAY 9 DEC 
1000 –1500 

1900 -  

General Club Activities: 

+ CoM Meeting 

FRIDAY 10 DEC 1900 - 2200 General Club Activities: N Scale Running Night 

SATURDAY 11 DEC 1330 - 1700 General Club Activities: 

MONDAY 13 DEC 1900 - 2200 General Club Activities: S SCALE MEETING 

TUESDAY 14 DEC 
1000 - 1500 

1500 - 1700 

General Club Activities: 

Large Scale Meeting 

THURSDAY 16 DEC 1000 - 1500 General Club Activities: 

FRIDAY 17 DEC 1900 - 2200 General Club Activities: N Scale Running Night 

SATURDAY 18 DEC 1330 - 1700 General Club Activities: 

TUESDAY 21 DEC 1000 - 1500 General Club Activities: 

THURSDAY 23 DEC 1000 - 1500 General Club Activities: 

FRIDAY 24 DEC 1900 - 2200 
General Club Activities: N Scale Running Night 

S Scale Running Night  
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PLEASE NOTE 

AS MODEL RAILWAY EXHIBITION 2021 

WAS 

CANCELLED! 

WE PLANNED TO RUN TWO MODEL RAIL OPEN DAYS AT 

THE CLUBROOMS 

MODEL RAIL VERSION ONE 

HELD IN AUGUST  

THIS FIRST ONE WAS A HUGE SUCCESS 

AND THEREFORE 

MODEL RAIL VERSION TWO  

WILL BE HELD 

SUNDAY 5th DECEMBER 2021 

1000 - 1600 

 

NEW EXHIBITORS AND STALLS 

COME ALONG AND SEE THE DISPLAY  

AND 

GRAB A BARGAIN FOR XMAS 

FOR SALE 

RARE EDITION 

REPRINT 

No.24 of 1000 printed 

Offers around $50 

See  

Librarian 

Des Edwards 
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AMRA WA Programme of Events 

Where we meet and when 

All meetings, unless otherwise stated, are held in the Clubrooms at 

24 Moojebing Street, BAYSWATER (opposite Paddington Street). 

Tuesday and Thursday Meeting: From 1000 to 1500 

Friday Evening Meeting: From 1900 to 2200 

Afternoon Session on Saturday: From 1330 to 1700 

The Clubrooms are CLOSED on Good Friday, Christmas Day and over the period of 

the Annual Model Railway Exhibition on the June Long Weekend. 

The Management Committee may decide on other closures and openings as warranted by circumstances. 

The entry fee for members on every attendance at the Clubrooms is $2 which goes towards the general 

operating expenses of the facilities. Payment by gold coin is requested. 

Members and invited guests are welcome to a free hot drink at meetings. 

Cold drinks are available at a modest price. 
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AMRA WA 

Nomination Form 

For 

Clubperson of the Year 

2021 

I wish to nominate the following member of the Australian Model Railway Association WA 

Inc, for the “Clubperson of the Year”. 

Nominee:  .........................................................................................................  

(Please Print) 

Citation: (Provide information to support your nomination, additional pages can be used if 

required) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Proposer:  ................................................ Seconder: …………………………….  
(Please Print) 

Signature:  ............................................... Signature: …………………………….  

Date:…./…./ 2021 Date……/……./ 2021 

NOMINATIONS FOR THIS AWARD CLOSE ON 

SATURDAY 20th, NOVEMBER 2021 
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S Scale Special Interest Group 

The October 2021 S-scale meeting was a very successful gathering of the AMRA WA S scale SIG with 

30 members and guests in attendance. Graham Watson brought the meeting to order at 8.05pm and 

warmly welcomed second time visitor Ben Rudd, also it was great to see Kim Freind who has been very 

unwell, and Graeme and Ben Hollands who we have not seen for sometime. 

Apologies were received from Murray Hartzer who is in hospital, Alex Kruger who had work 

commitments and Ray Cooper who always tries his best to attend meetings from far-off Waroona. 

Graham also advised that a very busy AMRA WA President John Maker was unable to attend the 

meeting. 

Graham reminded members that Modelrail #2 will be held in on Sunday 5th December. The S scale SIG is 

obliged to support the event with the running of the SwanView layout and other duties where possible. 

Further time can be allocated at the November 8 S scale SIG meeting to discuss and finalise our 

contribution to Modelrail in December on Sunday December 5th. 

An appropriately informal but detailed discussion of the future of our ASnM Magazine following the 

resignation of Darren Heggie in December was the next item on the SIG meeting agenda.  All members 

and subscribers of the magazine who were in attendance had the opportunity to air their ideas and views. 

A non-binding poll showed the membership supported the continuation of a hard copy as the preferred 

format for the continuation of the magazine. Printing quotes showed that it is possible to receive each 

magazine for between $7.66 and $5.85, depending on the number of printed copies between 60 and 100 

units. It may also be possible to keep the total cost of postage close to its present level with rationalisation 

of distribution methods and postage. The recommendation that a representative steering committee of five 

be formed to coordinate the production, printing and subscription registrations of the magazine was well 

received by subscribers present.  

If the Magazine is to be continued in 2022 registration forms would need to be included in the December 

2021 issue #104 of the magazine. John Maker is happy to remain as Editor, Bill Gray and Stuart Mackay 

are happy to continue their involvement while Ian Childs may continue from the Qld end with one more 

Qld S scaler invited to be involved, representing the Qld modellers and subscribers, thus comprising a 

steering committee of 5. 

A very special “Bring and Show” followed the news and the fruitful discussion regarding the future of the 

ASnM magazine. Members were invited to bring 3 or 4 of their favourite S scale models and say a few 

words about them. Seventeen members made a terrific contribution to the display which covered three 

tables in the meeting room with no less than 55 models and some interesting and innovative castings. 

We have included some photos taken on the night by Alison Kelly and Bill Gray. Unfortunately space 

limits the number of photos we can include in the notes but those that are included gives some idea of the 

standard of modelling which is taking place by members of the AMRA WA S scale group. 

The following table provides a description of the models brought and shown. 
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Modeller Models brought and shown 

Kieran Wright Two 3D printed Tasmanian Drewry V class loco bodies to suit HVR V5, 
NZGR F class saddle tank to suit WAGR C class 

Peter Edwards 3D printed AO petrol rail motor, early D class guard’s van, AD coach with an 
option to have castings made from AD parts 

Niels Kroyer A fully assembled un-painted cattle wagon, a ZB guards van 

Bill Gray Qld crane on a QR 4-wheel flat wagon, a little O class powder van and a tim-
ber jinker 

Doug Firth A Z class brake van, two 4-wheel stock wagons, a diminutive 
gangers’ trolly and an unfinished MRWA B class loco 

Keith Donetta An unfinished scratch-built N class loco 4-4-4, with potential 

Alan Penstone A QBB flat bogie bolster wagon, a Mayne Nickless advertising D van and an 
all-over green coach with toplight and roof detail 

Stuart Mackay ADG Railcar 601, an MSA Garrett loco, a VF van, a JA tank, a KA steel wag-
on with hungry boards, a MR bogie van LC 851 

Trevor Burke FD 4-wheel louvered van, a GA models P van, a Z brake van 

Alison Kelly A black PM from Doug Firth’s stable fitted with a sound decoder and keep-
alive chip, a DB and an A class locomotive 

Roger Jenkins Among other things, a ZA brake van, a NZR A-class loco from North Yard 
models and a NZR WAR-class loco. 

Charles de Bruin A model of a MRWA B class loco and 3 S class mountain class steam locos all 
with different details fitted. 

Neil Blinco Z9 from one of Neil’s own kits, a DD tank loco, one of 5 AT side door coaches 
and 11 resin cast telegraph poles for the East Guildford exhibition layout. 

Lynton Englund A model of the Bowelling traffic office and an early WAGR T class steam lo-
comotive, scratch-built as always. 

Garry Pilmoor A G class loco, timber line version, a magnificent QY well wagon with trans-
former load, a yellow VF van and five yellow VWX, WVX vans 

Simon Mead One of Lynton Englund’s magnificent W class locomotives 

Graham Watson BA horse Box, MR stock wagon, a new pattern for a MR Flat wagon. A 
scratch-built model of an ARS WAGR rail coach by John Martin in the 1980s, 
and an S scale model of the old Wooraloo post office constructed by the late 
Bob Bruce. 
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Another very successful AMRA WA S scale SIG meeting. Thanks to the 30 members and guests for 

attending and to the 17 members who brought in models to show. Thanks also to Alison Kelly and Bill  

Gray for the photos taken on the night, some of which are included in these notes. 

The S Scale Special Interest Group is a very active group of AMRA modellers which normally meets on 

the second Monday of every month at 8.05pm (with doors open at 7.30pm) in the AMRA club-rooms in 

Moojebing St, Bayswater – visitors and potential new members are always welcome. 
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A MOTLEY UPDATE 

Doug Firth  

Member No. 7086 

During the last four years the creation of Motley End has given much pleasure and now as it nears 

completion I feel it is ready to go to an exhibition. There are some fences to build and two gates to install 

so it’s very close.  For those who may have forgotten, an exhibition is where people take their layouts to a 

large hall and other people come to view them. We all remember them well I’m sure. 

The layout is a small practice piece built to allow me to test the EM gauge waters and depicts a typical 

GWR branch line in the Edwardian era. It is a very low tech affair as I am not a natural with electronics 

and I wanted to be able to repair anything that goes wrong on my own without asking for help. The 

baseboard is a remnant from my now dismantled attempt to fit Jarrahdale into 4.5 metres in S scale. The 

track plan is based on a layout featured in MRJ No. 4 by Rodney Hall as it would fit into my space at 

home. I don’t have a Hanger at my current home so this was a way to have a layout with some operational 

ability in a small space. Measuring 1080mm long x 400mm wide with a traverser 1000mm x 400mm 

attached. Motley End is about as short as I would like to go. 

Low tech doesn’t really explain this layout. It’s not quite Heath Robinson but I will give a brief run down 

and readers can decide for themselves. Everything is operated by hand, points, signals, uncoupling magnets 

and even the traverser needs operator input. Points are changed by dowel and pin with a DPDT switch 

changing the frog. Signals are operated by dowels and bell cranks. Uncoupling magnets are operated by 

dowels with a wooden cam acting on trap door mounted magnets below the track eliminating unwanted 

uncoupling of rolling stock and the traverser is lined up by eye although there is a locating pin for the 

platform road. I should add that I prefer three link and screw link couplers but I have a set of stock for 

shows fitted with Sprat &Winkle couplers so the hand of god isn’t added to my frantic hand movements 

controlling everything else. They also stop errant elbows demolishing some of the more delicate layout 

features while I attempt to be a 4mm: ft. shunter. The trap door mounted magnets are also used on layouts 

where I use Kadee couplers also eliminating unwanted uncoupling completely. I have no doubt that 

electricity can be used to control all of these features but as I said I can repair or replace all of my 

contraptions with a quick trip to my shed. So far none of my efforts have failed yet on 3 different layouts. 

A new turn table fiddle yard is under construction to replace the traverser but work has stopped now due to 

a distinct lack of exhibitions! 

Could I build track and points? I must admit that I built my first point in 16.5 gauge in 2010 but I was not 

happy with it. So armed with a few track gauges, some rivets, code 75 rail and homemade strip wood 

sleepers I built a non-working trap or catch point with only a plain track template to guide me. It was a 

success. I had been working with some fellow EM modellers in Perth and therefore gained the confidence 

to proceed in EM and this was followed by a working version. After 5 L and R hand points I could see 

where I needed to be more accurate and started looking at the track in general to copy what I was seeing 

and how the chosen company built their track etc. Luckily there are plenty of books on the GWR. Track is 

like most things in railway modelling in that the more you learn the more there is to know. The plain track 

on the layout and traverser is all proprietary made flexi track to speed things up and it helped me out as I 

haven’t built my own plain/curved track jig yet. If I had started building EM layouts at 26 rather than 62, I 

would have been happy to hand build the entire track but I don’t have those extra years up my sleeve. 

During construction one of the afore mentioned EM modellers quietly suggested that round corners would 

look much better than the 90 deg. corners on my back scene ends. He was right and the modifications have 

made a great difference. In future I will build all back scenes that way. Shadows are controlled or 

eliminated and lighting is therefore easier. Even “two Suns” are more easily avoided. 

Buildings at Motley End are all scratch built or kit built with modifications. I am very aware of the 

problem of using the same kit as everyone else and the resulting layouts all looking the same. Every author 

of model railway books seems to mention this and I have tried to obey. Trees are purchased except for one 

that came with another layout that I am working on. It was just a broken fragment from another larger tree 

and it looks just right in its position. Detailing parts have come from a variety of manufacturers and are 
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mostly unavailable new or at considerable cost if they are. Post Brexit postage costs aren’t helping. 

All have been collected 2nd hand over the last 14 years from deceased estates or traders at exhibitions. 

Recently I was able to buy some EM parts from the collection of the late Ted Thoday. I have been able to 

use some of his locos and stock and more importantly the stock of parts that has helped me complete the 

layout and continue modelling to EM standards. It’s a dying part of the hobby and I would like to keep the 

interest there for as long as possible. For most people EM modelling is probably too hard these days as the 

current R-T-R locos and stock all seem to run well unlike days of my youth but I wanted to see if I could 

achieve good running and EM gauge seemed the best compromise. I have noticed that not all of the R-T-R 

locos are trouble free and one I have recently purchased can’t be repaired and doesn’t have any spare parts 

available. Another was shorting out straight from the box and I had to recreate the missing insulation 

which only became evident after seeing another on RM web in a dismantled state. Why not build the entire 

chassis? It requires some accuracy but it’s not that difficult. 

Every era in the history of railways is worthy of modelling. I just happen to like the Edwardian era. For me 

the era was a golden time in railway history and it all seems to go downhill after that. We all have to wear 

rose coloured glasses when remembering the conditions for working people at this time but comparing to 

the terrible death and destruction of the next few years my chosen era wasn’t that bad. The liveries were 

the most interesting of all the pre-grouping companies and they bothered to clean them. People were proud 

of their company and the job they did. This is a repeating theme in my life always preferring old cars and 

motorcycles and even houses to anything modern so it did not surprise me when my wife and I spotted a 

Dean single for sale and it came home with us. This is why I choose the Great Western to model. If I was 

to model where my Family came from it would by the L&Y Railway. A step too far for me when I started 

in 2007. I don’t particularly like too many cameos on layouts and frozen figures. As Motley End is so 

small the few that feature are already straining the relationship. This is my reason for changing people so 

often and my wife still laughs about my activity in this matter. All of the people are named and that alone 

helps add interest to operating the layout. We all have our personal likes and dislikes and as I don’t need 

the services of health care professionals it must work for me. I haven’t told my Doctor though! 

On the subject of operation I can almost see people who have seen the layout thinking “how long would it 

take to get bored with this”. Well it does takes me quite a while to go through my imagined sequence of 

what happened on a Edwardian era Great Western branch line. It has not been timed yet but as time seems 

to fly when I have tried it so it must be working out OK. Being fictitious the layout didn’t come with that 

tried and tested track plan developed by a railway company but I feel the genius of Rodney Halls track 

plan, which represents half a station divided by an overhead bridge, actually works well. That’s where the 

similarity ends as I did not want a clone of another modeller’s layout. The layout serves my needs, has 

taken on a life of its own with both my wife and I working on it and due to its size I can also take the 

layout to a smaller house if that was to happen. If the measure of a layout is how successfully it satisfies its 

owner then it has done its job. It was named Motley due to my inexperience but that may have to change in 

the future. The real test will be if the layout slows visitors no matter how slightly at its first exhibition in 

their mad dash to the Lego stand. We can only hope. 

I have built a number of layouts in the last 14 years and all but two have Motley in the name. My mother 

was at fault here often calling young men with long scruffy hair circa 1970’s, a motley crew, so hence the 

use of motley in their names. The last in this series will be Lesser Motley my home layout which is also 

EM gauge 4mm/ft. and it won’t be at all scruffy if I can help it. 
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A panoramic view of the station  

Motley’s Traverser  

A busy morning at Motley End  

Resting at the 

Loading Dock 
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N Scale Special Interest Group – September 2021 Update 

Geez…. Where did that month go. Time flies when we are having fun they say. The month of September 

was a month of consolidation and progress for the N Scale Special Interest Group. Work continued on the 

re-alignment of the perway at Lower Georgetown for the Shuttle and Commuter lines to improve how 

they operate, with the commuter line being a dual mode (DC/DCC) and needing to support power routing 

to allow stabling of trains on the loops now on DC mode. 

A Pair of Union Pacific GP40-2 lead an intermodal train from Main Exchange toward Georgetown 

as it crosses Dunwoodie Bridge 

Georgetown has seen a massive re-alignment of the trackwork for the commuter line, which was a lesson 

learnt from the first Model Rail of 2021. The major work has removed the connection between the Auto 

Train Control / Shuttle Line and the Commuter Line. This was done to mitigate any possible risk of an 

electrical crossing of a DC Signal to a DCC Line. George and Martin lead the work on this section of the 

line and now works very reliable and correctly. This work meant that poor Ray Stewart had to make more 

adjustments to 2 control Panels to adjust track plans, remove point switches and install additional isolation 

switches for the commuter line. 

New trackwork at Lower Georgetown with the location for the new Station Platform that connects 

the Shuttle and Commuter lines. 

Ray Stewart has been busy working on the new “Martin Gas Supplies” layout design element that will 

become a main feature near the Main Exchange Yard.  This will involve the installation of additional 

trackwork and control panel items. Ray has also been working with Chris and is trying to solve some of 

the minor reliability gremlins that decided to rear their personality again, this time they occurred at 

Lakeside with a random short on the Inner Main Line and then an issue with the Peco 3 Way point on the 

Outer Main. The Inner Main fault was traced to a faulty DPDT switch which was required for DC 

operation, but redundant on the permanent DCC Operation, so the switches have been by-passed for the 

time being. 
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Looking towards Valentine Run End of West-N-Ridge at the new track alignment on the Commuter 

Line at Lower Georgetown 

During September, the N Scale SIG were visited by Kim Friend, Raph Cope and Steve Raynor, all of 

whom haven’t been attending a Friday evening in recent times, and it has been enjoyable to have them 

return. We look forward to seeing our other N Scale members coming along on a Friday Night or the 

Saturday of the Club BBQ for a running session on the DCC or DC Lines. 

Union Pacific Heritage 1943 “Spirit of the Union Pacific” and USRA 2-6-6-2 rest in Main exchange 

yard between duties. 

The N Scale SIG team asks any interested N Scale members of the club who can assist in doing scenic 

work on West-N-Ridge, please pop down on a Friday night or the Saturday of the club BBQ to assist with 

this.,There is lots of scenery work and as the phrase goes, many hands make light work. There are 

opportunities to run DC and DCC rolling stock on the layout and members are always welcome on Friday 

Nights, even if only to have a chat with other members and have a catch up or lively railway related 

debate. 

The N Scale Special Interest Group of AMRA WA meets each Friday of every month at 7.00 pm in the 

AMRA WA clubrooms, located at 24 Moojebing St, Bayswater. Visitors, new and old members are always 

welcome and encouraged to pop in, to learn new or even refresh old skills or to simply come and run a 

train. 
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Railway Electrics 18 or the Zinc Pest (Mazak Rot); the Latest Affected Models List 

06/08/2021 

To clarify. No treatment works against the Zinc Rot, it is purely down to lead oxide occupying more space 

than pure lead in an "alloy" made of zinc which does not oxide as quickly as lead. Aluminium can cause 

the rot as well. Which means the Manufactures are using the alloy with addition metal in the melt. Hornby 

Meccano had trouble with cigarette papers packs which where once lead or aluminium lined being thrown 

in the melt. 

MAZAK (Also Zamak), is not just an alloy, it was a patented, copyrighted product that came from two 

Makers who knew about the purity issues from the 1930's or even earlier. It came as a product with a 

licence and lab standard purity certificates, and all designers know and knew this. It is melted in strict 

conditions and always in new crucibles, although waste can be remelted without problems. 

As Model train enthusiasts we would have spent a considerable amount of money on our hobby along with 

the locomotives and rolling stock so when something goes wrong with a locomotive it can be quite 

upsetting and this is what happened to me with a purchase I made at a model train show here in Perth two 

years ago. 

I was wandering around the show with fellow modellers and my eyes fell upon a Hornby super detailed 

Class 31 locomotive, and of course my hard earned money was burning a hole in my pocket and I was 

starting to foam at the mouth with all the Railwayana around me. So, I paid the seller the $180.00 dollars 

he wanted without the usual argy bargy and after all he had told me it was owned by his father, and he 

only took it out and ran it on Sundays!!! 

The seller asked me if I wanted to give it a run I said “no” because I knew where he lived and we both 

laughed, He said it really was his fathers and has far as he knew, it had never been out of the box. It had 

only been while cleaning out his father’s things he had come across 60 or so locomotives and hundreds of 

wagons and coaches. 

So after the purchase we all went for scones and cups of tea and told each other about the bargain’s we 

had just missed out on. It was not until four days later that I had an opportunity to get the locomotive out 

of its box and to my horror I found this below. 

 

When I later contacted the seller about the problem, he was very gracious and returned my money. But 

this is not the normal scenario as we all know. 
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Is there a moral to this story? Yes, there is. Be very careful when buying second-hand locomotives and 

indeed it may be time to check your own. There are a number of sites on the internet where you can 

download a list of Mazak problem locomotives and that list covers every manufacturer of model trains in 

the world including Hornby, Bachmann, Trix, Marklin, Atherns, Kato, and Walthers. The list goes on and 

on. But more information on Mazak Problems can be obtained by typing “Model Locomotives Mazak 

Problems” in Google. 

I have endeavoured to come up with a definitive list but even while I was doing research for this article, I 

kept finding more and more items to include on the list including model cars and busses from the 60s and 

70s so it is not just locomotives that suffer with this problem. 

The Chassis on this bus has grown so much it is now lifted the bus off the ground. 

With more and more time on our hands it may be prudent to get out all your locomotives and really 

examine them for problems and at the same time service the motors, clean the wheels and oil the bearings, 

in time for a hopefully warmer running session at the club when we get over this winter period with all its 

COVID restrictions. 

 

On the next page I have included the Mazak Rot List 

List supplied By R.M.Web 
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Zinc Pest (Mazak Rot); The Affected Models List 06/08/2021 

Manufacturer Cat. Num-
ber 

Class Country Model Affected Part 

Bachmann 0918 u36B US Autotrain 4000 Chassis corrosion 

Bachmann 32-053 42 UK Class 42 Blue; D804 Bogie tower tops disintegrating causing bogies to drop 
out of retaining lugs. Chassis block curving down at both 
ends. 

Bachmann n/a QJ CN QJ 2-10-2 Chinese market This range were reported as having corrosion on the 
locomotive chassis in the early c2001 releases 

Bachmann 32-054 42 UK Class 42 Green; D800 Bogie tower tops disintegrating causing bogies to drop 
out of retaining lugs 

Bachmann 32-150 N UK N Class Footplate casting distortion and break up (Bachmann 
supply replacement) 

Bachmann 32-152 Mogul UK Southern Mogul, BR black, 
31813 

Main frame disintegrates. (Bachmann supply replace-
ment) 

Brawa 232   DE   Bogies corrosion 

Brawa 0630 BR 06 DE 06001 Skirts/Footplate and body corroding 

Brawa 41307 V320 DE 320.001 Bogies curve to banana shape under axles 

Brawa 0750 426 NL DMU Frame splits in two. Additionally the hook on frame that 
couples the two half’s of the train snaps off. 

Brawa B40183 BR 75 DE BR 75 2-6-2T 1209 Body breaking up. 

Fleischmann 4078 78 DE 78 434 Body corrosion on bunker 

Grafar 1104 94xx UK 9400 Pannier not known 

Heljan 3351 33/1 UK 33101 (Engineers Grey) Disintegrated pivot on one bogie due to rot. 

Heljan 4650 47 UK 47744 EWS 

Chassis expands, splitting the body, Peak of the reported 
issues was circa 2009-2014 and is random, many models 
are OK and new reports of fatigue are less common post 
2014. Many Chassis were able to be replaced by the Man-
ufacturer. 

Heljan 4661 47 UK 47145 Merdyn Emery’s 

Chassis expands, splitting the body, Peak of the reported 
issues was circa 2009-2014 and is random, many models 
are OK and new reports of fatigue are less common post 
2014. Many Chassis were able to be replaced by the Man-
ufacturer. 

Heljan 4663 47 UK 47298 in DRS 

Chassis expands, splitting the body, Peak of the reported 
issues was circa 2009-2014 and is random, many models 
are OK and new reports of fatigue are less common post 
2014. Many Chassis were able to be replaced by the Man-
ufacturer. 

Heljan 4676 47 UK 47810 Porterbrook 

Chassis expands, splitting the body, Peak of the reported 
issues was circa 2009-2014 and is random, many models 
are OK and new reports of fatigue are less common post 
2014. Many Chassis were able to be replaced by the Man-
ufacturer. 

Heljan 4679 47 UK 47711 NSE 

Chassis expands, splitting the body, Peak of the reported 
issues was circa 2009-2014 and is random, many models 
are OK and new reports of fatigue are less common post 
2014. Many Chassis were able to be replaced by the Man-
ufacturer. 
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Heljan 4680 47 UK 47193 Freightliner 

Chassis expands, splitting the body, Peak of the reported 
issues was circa 2009-2014 and is random, many models are 
OK and new reports of fatigue are less common post 2014. 
Many Chassis were able to be replaced by the Manufactur-
er. 

Heljan 4695 47 UK 47299 BR Blue 

Chassis expands, splitting the body, Peak of the reported 
issues was circa 2009-2014 and is random, many models are 
OK and new reports of fatigue are less common post 2014. 
Many Chassis were able to be replaced by the Manufactur-
er. 

Heljan 4700 47 UK D1100 BR Green 

Chassis expands, splitting the body, Peak of the reported 
issues was circa 2009-2014 and is random, many models are 
OK and new reports of fatigue are less common post 2014. 
Many Chassis were able to be replaced by the Manufactur-
er. 

Heljan 4701 47 UK D1662 Green 

Chassis expands, splitting the body, Peak of the reported 
issues was circa 2009-2014 and is random, many models are 
OK and new reports of fatigue are less common post 2014. 
Many Chassis were able to be replaced by the Manufactur-
er. 

Heljan 4702 47 UK D1942 green 

Chassis expands, splitting the body, Peak of the reported 
issues was circa 2009-2014 and is random, many models are 
OK and new reports of fatigue are less common post 2014. 
Many Chassis were able to be replaced by the Manufactur-
er. 

Heljan 4730 47 UK 1932 BR Blue 

Chassis expands, splitting the body, Peak of the reported 
issues was circa 2009-2014 and is random, many models are 
OK and new reports of fatigue are less common post 2014. 
Many Chassis were able to be replaced by the Manufactur-
er. 

Heljan 4733 47 UK 47278 Blue White Roof 

Chassis expands, splitting the body, Peak of the reported 
issues was circa 2009-2014 and is random, many models are 
OK and new reports of fatigue are less common post 2014. 
Many Chassis were able to be replaced by the Manufactur-
er. 

Heljan 4750 47 UK D1734 Two Tone Green 

Chassis expands, splitting the body, Peak of the reported 
issues was circa 2009-2014 and is random, many models are 
OK and new reports of fatigue are less common post 2014. 
Many Chassis were able to be replaced by the Manufactur-
er. 

Heljan 4753 47 UK 47122 BR Blue 

Chassis expands, splitting the body, Peak of the reported 
issues was circa 2009-2014 and is random, many models are 
OK and new reports of fatigue are less common post 2014. 
Many Chassis were able to be replaced by the Manufactur-
er. 

Heljan 4800 47 UK 47591 Rail blue 

Chassis expands, splitting the body, Peak of the reported 
issues was circa 2009-2014 and is random, many models are 
OK and new reports of fatigue are less common post 2014. 
Many Chassis were able to be replaced by the Manufactur-
er. 

Heljan 4801 47 UK 47636 Large Logo Blue 

Chassis expands, splitting the body, Peak of the reported 
issues was circa 2009-2014 and is random, many models are 
OK and new reports of fatigue are less common post 2014. 
Many Chassis were able to be replaced by the Manufactur-
er. 

Heljan 4805 47 UK 47212 Railfreight Distribution 

Chassis expands, splitting the body, Peak of the reported 
issues was circa 2009-2014 and is random, many models are 
OK and new reports of fatigue are less common post 2014. 
Many Chassis were able to be replaced by the Manufactur-
er. 

Heljan 4807 47 UK 47715 Scot Rail 

Chassis expands, splitting the body, Peak of the reported 
issues was circa 2009-2014 and is random, many models are 
OK and new reports of fatigue are less common post 2014. 
Many Chassis were able to be replaced by the Manufactur-
er. 

Heljan 4808 47 UK 47500 Great Western 

Chassis expands, splitting the body, Peak of the reported 
issues was circa 2009-2014 and is random, many models are 
OK and new reports of fatigue are less common post 2014. 
Many Chassis were able to be replaced by the Manufactur-
er. 

Heljan 4810 47 UK 47981 Duthc 

Chassis expands, splitting the body, Peak of the reported 
issues was circa 2009-2014 and is random, many models are 
OK and new reports of fatigue are less common post 2014. 
Many Chassis were able to be replaced by the Manufactur-
er. 
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Hornby R2171 Rebuilt 
MN 

UK 35005 Canadian Pacific Front bogie disintegrates. (Available as Hornby spares). 

Hornby R2248 9F UK Weathered 9F Loco chassis block 
Hornby R2260 UN-

rebuilt 
WC 

BUK 34070 'Manston' (first ver-
sion) 

Front bogie disintegrates. (Available as Hornby spares). 

Hornby R2267 Rebuilt 
Merch a 

UK 35025 Brocklebank Line Piston rods break up, losing the valve gear attachment 
points, swelling and distorting in the rod. 

Hornby R2268 Rebuilt 
Merch a 

UK 35027 Port Line Front bogie disintegrates. (Available as Hornby spares). 

Hornby R2350 50 UK 50045 Achilles NSE Chassis cracking under cabs 
Hornby R2374 50 UK 50031 Hood Chassis cracking under cabs 
Hornby R2408 50 UK 50007 Green GWR 150 Chassis cracking under cabs 

Hornby R2420 31 UK Class 31 Green; D5512 

Chassis block expanding at cab extension weak point 
cracking body and rendering lights inoperative (Most 
common solution is to use motor/drive in a Lima Chassis) 

Hornby R2421 31 UK Class 31 Dutch; 31110 

Chassis block expanding at cab extension weak point 
cracking body and rendering lights inoperative (Most 
common solution is to use motor/drive in a Lima Chassis) 

Hornby R2428 50 UK 50037 Chassis cracking under cabs 
Hornby R2439 D UK 0-4-0T in Southern malachite 

No 7 
 Collectors Club Model circa 2004-2005. The metal 
blocks that the motor sits on disintegrates 

Hornby R2486 50 UK 50013 Chassis cracking under cabs 
Hornby R2547 Grange 

Class 
UK 6877 "Llanfair Grange" in GWR 

Green 
Main Chassis block fails 

Hornby R2575 50 UK 50027 Lion Chassis cracking under cabs 
Hornby R2628 Scot UK Royal Scot "Black Watch" Gear retainer swells, loco loses drive. Threaded post on 

main block snaps off. 
Hornby R2629 Scot UK Royal Scot "The King's Royal 

Rifle Corps" 
Gear retainer swells, loco loses drive. 

Hornby R2632 Scot UK Sir Frederick Harrison Gear retainer swells, loco loses drive. Threaded post on 
main block snaps off. 

Hornby R2633 Scot UK Planet Gear retainer swells, loco loses drive. Threaded post on 
main block snaps off. 

Hornby R2634 Patriot UK 45512 Bunsen (weathered) DCC socket and motor/gear clamp 
Hornby R2713X T9 UK SR 4-4-0 Class T9 No. 30310 Motor retaining bracket... (Peters spares ps61 brass re-

placement.) 

Hornby R2754 31 UK Class 31; 31 105 

Chassis block expanding at cab extension weak point 
cracking body and rendering lights inoperative (Most 
common solution is to use motor/drive in a Lima Chassis) 

Hornby R2220 9F UK Railroad 9F Motor Mounts 
Hornby R2785 9F UK Railroad loco drive Tender Chassis block disintegrates 
Hornby R2802XS 50 UK 50015 Valiant Dutch Chassis cracking under cabs 

Hornby R2827 
V 
Schools UK 

SR 4-4-0 Class 925 
'Cheltenham' 

Chassis expands forcing the front end upwards - snaps 
behind cylinders or ahead of driving wheels when 
'persuaded' out of the body. 

Hornby R2829 T9 UK SR 4-4-0 Class T9 No. 314 Motor retaining bracket... (Peters spares ps61 brass re-
placement.) Also Chassis disintegration. 

Hornby R2830 T9 UK SR 4-4-0 Class T9 No. 30119 Motor retaining bracket... (Peters spares ps61 brass re-
placement.) 

Hornby R2831 T9 UK SR 4-4-0 Class T9 No. 30726 Motor retaining bracket... (Peters spares ps61 brass re-
placement.) 

Hornby R2880 9F UK Loco drive 9F no 92221 Cast tender chassis warped and expanded locking wheels 

Hornby R2889 T9 UK T9 Class 30119 Rot affecting the motor retaining bracket etc. (peters 
spares ps61 brass replacement.) Also Chassis disintegra-
tion. 

Hornby R2892 T9 UK LSWR T9 Lim. Ed.  in lime 
green 

Motor retaining bracket... (Peters spares ps61 brass re-
placement.) 

Hornby R2925 Clan UK  Clan McGregor Front bogie. Tabs holding rear axle bending outward, 
binding axle. 

Hornby R9046 Thomas UK Toby 0-6-0 Chassis Motor mounts 

Hornby R2413 31 UK Class 31 Blue; 31270 

Chassis block expanding at cab extension weak point 
cracking body and rendering lights inoperative (Most 
common solution is to use motor/drive in a Lima Chassis) 
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Hornby R2646X 56 UK Class 56  56 049 Not Declared 

Hornby R3007 L1 UK 2-6-4T 67759 Rear bogie cracked and fell apart 

Hornby R3016A 4MT UK Standard 4 Loco 75071 Rear motor retainer/ gear cover. 

Hornby R3445 WC UK West Country Camelford Motor mount had failed 

Klein Modellbahn 9080 1046 AT 4061.02 Body splits banana shaped from the centre 

Klein Modellbahn N/A 1046 AT 1046.007 (OBB) Body splits banana shaped from the centre 

Klein Modellbahn N/A 60 BE SNCB Chassis 

Klein Modellbahn N/A 1080 AT OBB red Chassis/ Connecting rods 

Klein Modellbahn N/A BR 2143 AT OBB red Body splits banana shaped from the centre 

Klein Modellbahn N/A 1245 AT 1245.528 OBB Green Frame expands outwards 

Lilliput 5270 150 FR 150Y16 Chassis cracks 

Lilliput L105200 BR52 DB Neutral (unlined/numbered 
scheme) 

Tender Chassis / Frame corrosion 

Lima 205119 Crab UK 13000 LMS Crab 

Weight expands in chassis, onto driving wheels pre-
venting them turning & Tender ballast weights expand 
cracking tender sides. 
(Weight is easily removed, filed and reinstalled) 

Lima 205120 Crab UK 42700 Crab 

Weight expands in chassis, onto driving wheels pre-
venting them turning & Tender ballast weights expand 
cracking tender sides. 
( Weight is easily removed, filed and reinstalled) 

Lima 208169 BB1500
0 

FR 14166 Expanding / splitting body 

Lima 208169 BB1500
0 

FR 14144 Expanding / splitting body 

Lima 208170 BB1500
0 

FR 14129 Expanding / splitting body 

I hope this was of some help to you. I will endeavour to keep the list up to date in the future and if you see 

any more information please pass it on to either myself or the Club so that we can have a definitive list 

that all members can access. 

Please Note this list does not include many European or US made locomotives because of space 

constraints. 

Best Regards Bill Pickering Member 8153 Stay Safe 
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Paperless traffic control on Wombat Gully-2  

Rod Tonkin 

Member No. 4804 

Like much of the world’s railways, Wombat Gully-2 is a single track system. Wombat Gully-2 has two 

modelled stations, Rod’s Reach and Pauline’s Bend plus a junction to the Wollemi branch line. The 

double ended staging yard represents the major stations north (Denman) and south (Putty) of the modelled 

localities plus the end of the branch line (Wollemi). Wombat Gully-2 features walk around train control 

with plug in DCC throttles and hand operated turnouts. Train crews follow their trains and operate their 

train on orders from the train controller, while adhering to the safe working system rules. 

The system described in these notes was developed over a period of some twenty years on a succession of 

model railways. My aim is realistic operation with a minimum of or ideally no paper work. Prototypically 

the system described combines my observations of operations on the NSWGR’s western region in the mid 

1980s and the Trans Nullarbor line in the early 2000s. Safe working follows the NSWGR’s train staff and 

station home signals system. Traffic flow control follows the Trans Nullarbor line’s train authority 

system. 

 Setting up the system required 

• Layout schematic diagram (Mine is magnetic so it could be mounted vertically) 

• Train numbering system 

• Train number markers (Mine are magnetic to stay in place on the vertical magnetic layout schematic 

diagram.) 

• Train number tokens for train crews 

• Single track section staffs 

• Train authority log sheet  

• Station home signals 

The layout schematic shows every place a train can be on both the visible sections of the layout and in the 

staging yard. It shows the location of every train operating on the layout. Mine is two kitchen white 

boards reversed and contact cemented onto a sheet of chip board. The lining and lettering were applied 

with a white paint marker I obtained from my local news agent. The layout has changed over time, the 

schematic diagram has been updated to reflect the layout’s current arrangement. The completed schematic 

was screwed to the uprights supporting the back scene between Pauline’s Bend and the staging yard. 

Locating my schematic diagram along with my train authority log sheet in the staging yard, allows me to 

control operations on my layout out of sight of the visible parts of the layout. 

As Wombat Gully is a fictional location, I’ve adopted a simple train numbering system so I know what 

the trains are supposed to be doing. The system I’ve adopted is  

• One to 99 are passenger trains 

• 100 to 199 are local freights 

• 200 to 299 are coal trains 

• 300 to 399 are through trains 

• 400 to 499 are fast through trains 

North bound trains have odd numbers; south bound trains have even numbers. 

Each train operating on my layout has a train number and corresponding train number marker. Train 

crews are issued with a train member token. This token is on a lanyard so it can be worn around the neck. 

On the rear of the train number token is a description of the train’s activities.  
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Train crews verbally advise the train controller of their location as their train travels over the layout. The 

train controller moves the train number markers as the trains travel along the line. On the trans Nullarbor 

line radios are used to communicate between the train controller and train crews. Wombat Gully-2 is 

located in a two car carport. Radios are nonsense on this size layout so we use voice communications.  

The train authority log sheet records all train authorities issued in the operating session. The train 

controller writes each train authority into the train authority log as it is issued. I borrowed my train 

authority recording system from MI6. They recorded all dealings in pencil for many years, allowing 

failures to be readily erased. I’m more up to date, I use a wipe off white board.  My train authority log 

sheet currently is a craft store A4 size lined white wipe off board. At the end of each operating session I 

simply wipe it over. This gives me a clean slate for the next operating session.  

The train staff for each single track section is a hand lettered card in an identity card holder. Each track 

section’s staff has a different coloured carbineer to avoid confusion.  Possession of the staff gives your 

train access to the section of line described on the staff between stations.  

Station home signals control entry to each station. These manually operated signals protect shunting 

operations at a station from through traffic. Pauline’s Bend has now been equipped with manually operated 

upper quadrant home signals. Mine are from the Hornby range, they may be over scale but they do the job 

admirably. I’ve found signals on an operating layout need to be robust enough to withstand being snagged 

by shirt cuffs etc. during operating sessions. 

How does the system operate? It’s simple you are allocated a train in the staging area. You are issued with 

your train’s train number token. After checking your train is complete and you have selected the number of 

the lead locomotive of your train on the DCC hand piece you are ready to roll.   

To move out of staging you request a train authority from the train controller. The train authority issued 

verbally gives you your destination at the next station, I.e. the main line, the crossing loop or in the case of 

Pauline’s Bend the bay platform. The train controller moves your train marker accordingly to the train 

authority and enters the train authority into the train authority log. Possession of this authority allows you 

to take possession of the appropriate track section staff and move off. However arriving at the next station, 

you may not pass the station home signal if it is set to danger. 

Once you arrive at the next station, you spot your train as directed in your train authority and return the 

track section staff to its hook on the back scene. On Wombat Gully train crews set the road as they travel 

over the line. Through trains may exchange the staff without stopping as shown in the attached prototype 

photo.  

If your train is a local (Train numbers 100 to 199) your task is to shunt the local on line industries. With 

the train controller’s permission you set the home signals to danger and shunt the local industries. Once 

you no longer obstruct the running lines you position your train in the crossing loop, set the turnouts for 

the main line, set the station home signals to clear and advise the train controller of your actions. The train 

controller will advise you of further instructions as the operating session proceeds. 

This process is followed around the layout until your train is back in the staging area. On reaching the 

staging area you return the train number token to the train controller and await your next assignment. 

The rotund controller (myself) controls all operations on the layout. There is no timetable, the passenger 

trains usually get priority over general freight traffic. I decide the order of trains based on operational 

priority. 

Email me on rjtonkin@iinet.net.au to organise a visit to Wombat Gully and experience model railway 

operations. 

Pictures on following pages. 
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Magnetic layout schematic diagram 

Prototype staff exchanging on the move 

Pauline’s Bend north home signal 
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Magnetic train number tags 

Single track section staff on hook 

Rear of train number token Train number token 

 


